
 

SHELLANDER GAMES ANNOUNCES, “LUDDE”, A WINTER THEMED 3D PLATFORM 

ADVENTURE GAME. 

Ludde is a 3D platform collect-a-thon adventure with a snow theme, taking place in a medium-

sized open world where 100 activities can be discovered and completed in any order. 

Shellander Games, a Sweden-based indie game studio, formally announces Ludde, coming to 

Steam Deck and Windows December 1, 2023. Future console releases are to be expected. 
 

 

Have fun with snow! Roll big snowballs to create a snowman, snow shovel the yard, have a 

snowball fight with the neighbors, ice fish, practice slapshots in hockey, rent a snowmobile or 

put on your skis and ski down the mountain. All of this and much more is possible in Ludde. 
 

Key Features:  

● Explore a picturesque winter world and have fun with snow. 
 

● 100 fun and varied activities to be discovered and completed in any order. 

● Focus on what you enjoy: explore your surroundings at your own pace and choose 

which activities you wish to complete. 
 

● To ease exploration, rental snowmobiles (including flyable ones) can be found 

everywhere as well as hot air balloons. Eventually, you will unlock other useful gears like 

multi-purpose skis and a wingsuit. 
 

● Thanks to the pick-up-and-play concept and multiple difficulty settings, the game is 

equally enjoyable for all ages. 

 



 

 

Michael Kjellander, an experienced software engineer (BSc) quit his normal software 

development job to pursue his childhood dream of making a game. In his youth in the early 

2000s he created multiple games in multiple genres, one of which became very popular within 

its niche, but this is his commercial 3D debut. 

 

 

Ludde will be available December 1, 2023, for Steam Deck and PC via Steam with a 40% 

release discount, but the base price is 13.99 USD.  

 



For more information, visit www.shellander.se/ludde 

Ludde Gameplay Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bCXc8ScrfkY 

 

About Shellander Games 

Shellander Games AB was founded in 2021 and Ludde is their debut release, which will be 

followed by a point-and-click-adventure in the beginning of 2024. The company also utilizes its 

experience in software development by creating and selling assets to other game creators. 
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